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The technique developed by Luttinger for calculating the kinetic coefficients is generalized to the case 
of an arbitrary external magnetic field. In contrast to the existing quantum theory of thermomagnetic 
phenomena, it is not necessary to specially subtract terms due to inhomogeneity from the expressions 
for the skew fluxes. Relations of the Wiedemann-Franz type, which are valid for arbitrary impurity 
concentrations and arbitrary magnetic field strengths, are derived for the kinetic coefficients. 

The quantum theory of thermomagnetic phenomena 
in a disordered system meets with certain difficulties 
connected with the aecessity for the accurate determin
ation of the charge and energy fluxes, besides the usual 
complexities in the determination of the responses of 
the system to thermal and nonmechanical influences. 
In fact, the off-diagonal kinetic coefficients calculated 
before 1964 by a number of authors(l-3J did not satisfy 
the Onsager-Einstein symmetry relations. In 1964 
Obraztsov[4] showed that in computing the nondissipative 
thermomagnetic currents in quantizing magnetic fields 
(for which tin » "[ and QT» 1, where Q is the cyclo
tron frequency, E the mean electron energy, and T the 
interval between collisions with impurities), it is 
necessary to take into account the fluxes connected with 
the magnetic moment due to the quantization of the mo
tion of the conduction electrons (Landau diamagnetism). 
Subsequently, a number of authors generalized and sup
plemented his results (reviews of these papers are 
given in[5, 6J). General expressions for all the off-diag
onal kinetic coefficients of conductors located in an 
arbitrary magnetic field were derived by Peletminski[l7J. 

In the present paper we propose a method of compu
ting the off-diagonal kinetic coefficients that generalizes 
to the case of magnetic fields the Luttinger method lsJ , 
in which the equivalent (in virtue of the Einstein rela
tions) influence of the inhomogeneous "gravitational" 
field and the temperature inhomogeneity on the trans
port properties of the system is conSidered. This al
lows us to find the thermal coefficients by calculating 
in the usual manner the linear response of the system 
to a mechanical (gravitational) perturbation without, in 
contrast to the previous investigations, the use of any 
additional assumptions about the existence of a local
equilibrium distribution function. In the method proposed 
here the fluxes connected with the magnetic moment is 
automatically taken into account1 and we need not sep
arately subtract, as was done in 4-7J, the terms due to 
the inhomogeneity (i.e., terms of the type c curl M). 
The expressions obtained for the off-diagonal kinetic 
coefficients, which allows us to, for example, use the 
experimental data on the Hall effect to compute those 
kinetic quantities (like the transverse thermoelectro
motive force or the skew thermal conductivity) that are 
difficult to measure. Besides this, expressions are ob
tained for the thermomagnetic coefficients in the case 
of weak, as well as quantizing magnetic fields. 

According to Luttinger[sJ, the total Hamiltonian of a 
system of charges in the field of impurities has the 
form 

.76= Sh(r)dr, h(r)=(1+'I'gr(r»)[ho(r)+e'l'el(r)p(r)]. (1) 
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Here ho(r) is the unperturbed Hamiltonian density in an 
external magnetic field, p (r) is the particle-number 
density operator, and <Pel and -c2 <Pgr are the potentials 
of the external electric and gravitafional fields. 

The continuity equations relate the Hamiltonian den
sity hand p respectively to the energy flux q and the 
particle flux j: 

ilp/ilt=-div j, ilhlilt=-div q. (2) 

We obtain the expressions for the unperturbed quan
tities (<Pel = <Pgr = 0) ho and qo in the nonrelativistic 
limit from the corresponding components of the energy
momentum tensor of an electron in a magnetic field: 

ho = ~[If+V_'If+ (V /If+) If ] +U'I"+ If -IlHIf +alf, 
4 

qo = ~[(V /If+) V_If - (V + If+) V _'If] +Ujo-Il(Ha)j, 
4 

-...!:...p[(V+,If+)If-If+V_ 2 'Vl; (3) 
8 

j,=...!:...[ If+V _ If - (V + If+) If], p= If+If, 
2 ih e 

V±=-- \I ±-A. 
m mc 

Here \{I and \{IT are the operator wave functions of the 
eleotron, A is the vector potential of the external mag
netic field H (div A = 0), U is the electron-impurity 
interaction energy, (T is the Pauli operator, and /J. is 
magnetic moment of the electron. 

Let us find the equations of motion for \{I and \{I +: 
iJIf 1 

ih--a( =[If, J'6]= (H'I'gr)J'6- If+ (P'I'gr)Z- V_If, 

olf+ 1 
ihat =- (Hqigr)J'6+ If+- (P'I'gr)z- V + If+, 

J'6±='/,mV±'+U-IlHa+e'l'el. 

Substituting the expressions (4) into the left-hand side 
of the first equation in (2), we obtain, up to terms of 
first order in <Pel and <Pgr • the equation 

(4) 

div j(r) =div[j,(r) (1+'I'gr(r)) 1. (5) 

It is well known that in a magnetic field the electric 
current differs from the particle flux by the spin cur
rent js = /J.c curl (\{I+(T\{I). VaryingJt"with respect to the 
vector potential [91, we can show that the total electric 
current in the gravitational and magnetic fields will 
have the form 

jet =ej. (H'I'gr)+llcrot[ (1+'I'gr) If+alf]. (6) 

It is clear that the second term in the expression (6) 
does not (in a constant magnetic field) make any contrib
ution to the volume-averaged electric current, and can 
be discarded. For the same reason, the last term in the 
expression (3) for qo is negligible. 
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Let us now transform the left-hand side of the second 
equation in (2) to the divergence form, uSing Eqs, (1), 
(3), and (4): 

-div q-9",+9"" 

9",- (1+Ip.)m [_ (1+lpgt) (dr+ '1'+) V _''I' +'I'+V _'«1+lpgt)aIS_ '1') 
411t 

-(V +'(1 +lpgr)aIS+ '1'+) 'I'+(V +''1'+) (1+ipgr)dr_ '1'+2 (1+Ip.) 

x (U-)l.Ho+ecp..v ('I'+Y _''I' -(V+''I'+) 'I'~)+ (~~m [(Jf+ '1'+) V _ 'I' 

(7) 
-(V + 'I'+)Jf_ '1')- - div{q.(1+2Ipgt) +elpelj.}, 

9",= (JIIP.)m ['I'+Y _'V _ 'I' - (V +''1'+) V _ 'I' - (V +,V + '1'+) 'I' 
811t 

+ (V + '1'+) Y _''1']. 

For the transformation of 9 2 we shall use the identity 
(!If)x=f/lx+/l (Ix) -2div(jVX), 

and we shall also discard the terms that are propor
tional to total derivatives-terms that do not contribute 
to the averaged flux: 

9".= ! PI [ ! PI(hj.) + «hV +) '1'+) V _1'1' - (V +''1'+) (hV _) 'I' ] 
(8) 

lit a • eh' I} + 
--h.--('I'+[V-, V_Ij'l')=--8;>,h.H,--('I' '1'). 

4 aXI 4m'c aXI 

Here c2h is the gravitational-field strength, hk 
= 8<Pgr/8xk, and Ejkl is the antisymmetric unit tensor; 
summation over repeated indices is implied 

Finally, we can write for the total-heat-flux opera
tor the expression 

..I • 2) • eh' 
'i -q. (1 + Ipgr +elpelf. - 4m'c 8/A,h.H,'I'+'I'. (9) 

The last term in the formula (9) arises as a result of 
the fact that velocity components in a magnetic field do 
not commute with each other. Otherwise, our results 
coincide with Luttingei"s results, where, however, the 
terms proportional to <Pgr and <Pel in zero magnetic 
field in the linear-in <p-approximation were thereafter 
discarded because of the absence in that case of equil
ibrium currents. 

Notice that the expressions for the total fluxes in 
the absence of a magnetic field can be derived from 
simple arguments. In fact, let 

aIS=aIS. (1+q>gr) +eq>el 

be the classical electron Hamiltonian. Then, evidently, 
we have 

j=n.aalSlilp=j.(1+q>gr) , 
q=j~=q. (1 +2q>gr) +eq>elj •. 

In the case of a variable external magnetic field the 
energy balance equation will have the form 

ok oH e oA at + div q+fJ. at '1'+0'1' + -; at j.=O. 

It follows from the existence of the invariant 
Tl'l-~q>gr=const 

(T is the temperature in energy units) for matter in 
thermal equilibrium in a weak gravitational field[lOl 
that in order to determine the coefficients in the equa
tions for the current and heat flux that are proportional 
to the temperature gradient, it is necessary to make the 
substitution hk --T-1Vk T (see [81). 

After this procedure, the expressions (6) and (9) for 
the total fluxes can be written in the following form 
(cfYl and[lll): 
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+ IE M j 2c [ eh'n._ 
q-q. c X orb -- VTxLI+--[VT HI 

Te 4m'cT '(10) 

L- ~ r, 8 mn& (Morb) m.· 

Let us show this, using as an example the term 
j1f<Pgr, and assuming that A = (-By, 0, 0) and <Pgr = -yhy: 

• e r, cV.T I}s:rb VT 
Sp(/. fjlgr)- VT n.(YII.) •• V.T--- ~ n.--- -cMorb-

VT ~ iJH T' 
m & (11) 

It is natural that only the orbital, and not the total, mag
cletic mome.lt enters into the expressions (10); for the 
spin magnetic moment cannot be represented in the form 
of a moment of a current. It should be emphasized that 
the corrections to qo and '0 in (10) make a contribution 
only for the off-diagonal (jx - VyT) fluxes. Therefore, 
below our main attention will be focused precisely on 
the skew j and q fluxes. 

The quantities jo and qo can be expressed in terms of 
the temperature Green function G: 

lit A 
i.'=lim{[ 2m (V.'-V,)- em: ]O(r,r','t,.r') 1, 

(12) 
q.'-~i.·= lim [+(Jf.-~, v'}+G(r, r', 't, 't') ], 

for r' -r and T' _T + O. Here?: is the chemical poten
tial, v the electron-velocity operator in the magnetic 
field, and £'0 = 1I2mv2 + U - IlHa. 

To the degree of accuracy of interest to us, we have 

G(x,x')= J G(') (x, x,) (1:(x,)-r,eE'(x,»G(')(x"x')dx" 

, ~ 1j).(r)1j)m'(r') '» 
G(')(x,x )-T ~ . exp(-tOlm('t-'t , 

.,Wm !Olm-e.+~ (13) 

:E=q>gr(Jf.-~)+(pq>gr) ;, E'=-V (q>el+~)' Olm-nT(2m+t), 

where E a and I/! a (r) are the energy and wave function of 
an electron in the state 1 a) in the field of the impurities 
and in an external magnetic field. For the subsequent 
concrete calculations we set 

H=(O,O,Ii), E= (0, Er;w,,, 0), 

We shall also take into account the fact that 

(a 12: I 13> =-ili (2T (ea-ep» -'. (a I {J'e,-~, v,}+ I ~> v,T. 

Substituting the expressim s for jo and qo from (12) into 
(10), we obtain the following expressions for the volume
averaged total off-diagonal fluxes (wo = 0, 6 -0): 

r=o"E; - (p~) +p;:) ) V,T, 

q'= ('Y~~) +'Y!:) )E,- (x~~) +x~:» V,T; 

e' l: na~ 
0.,= - ~V (v,) 'a (Y)., --.-. ' 

ec:r;~-l.u a.' 
(') ieh l: 1 na, 

~., = 2TV (v,),.({~.-~,V,}+)a,-~ 
eCl~ ea.~ Lu 

".' 
(2) e ~ 1 (2) 

p" = - VT ~ n.(YV,).a= r'Y·, , 

€",~e"-e., n",~n (ea) -n (e,), 

where n(Ea) is the energy distribution function, ne is 
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the electron concentration, and V is the volume of the 
system. 

Let us transform the expressions (14), using the 
relations 

1 1 
--. =P-+i,,6(x) 
x-,6 x 

It can be seen that the Kubo response terms containing 
the principal value (~(Ea -?;)(vx){3a(vy)a{3naBEdi3) can
cel out in the current the additional term ~(312). The 
quantities Yxy and ICxy can be transformed u~g similar 
procedures. Notice that the transformations carried out 
above are quite formal and that the precise meaning of 
the operations performed can be justified only during 
the passage to definite limits; therefore, it is more 
convenient in certain concrete calculations to directly 
use the formulas (14)2). 

Finally, we obtain the following expressions for the 
kinetic coefficients: 

(17) 

The symbol ( ... ) denotes averaging over all the im
purity configurations. Expressions similar to ours for 
u and (3 without a magnetic field were first obtained 
in[12, 131. Using the fact that l/!a(H) = 1f!~(-H), we can 
easily verify that all the symmetry requirements for 
the kinetic coefficients are satisfied. The results ob
tained indicate the existence between the kinetic coef
ficients of general relations (analogs of the Wiedemann
Franz relations) that remain valid outside the limits of 
applicability of the kinetic equation. In particular, we 
have respectively for a nondegenerate and degenerate 
gas the relations 

=~ (aOx,T) 
~"" e aT " 

1 (a , ( aO""T) ) x",,=~ arT aT , , 

(T:»8,), (18) 
_ elin'T atII I ,,'T 

~.V--3-aE E=t' X%1I=3;2O';"/ 

ox,=e'"lilD (s) (T«:8,.). 

The directly observable quantities are not {3ik and Kik' 
but the thermoelectromotive force aik and the specific 
heat Aik' In the general case it is quite tedious to ex
press them in terms of the kinetic coefficients computed 
by us, but under conditions when only the skew fluxes 
are important, it is easy to derive the following simple 
relations: 

ex =-.!... (a In (o""T) ) 
xx e aT .. 

1-. = To"" (~T' ( a In (ox,T) ) ) 
x, e' aT aT, , 

CXxx= ,,'T a In tIl (E) I ' 
3e {jE E_, 

(19) 
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The relations (19) can be used to determine a xx and Axy 
from the measured temperature dependences of uxy, 
in the same way as was done in [14] for the thermoelec
tromotive force and the conductivity of cesium in the 
absence of a magnetic field. It is necessary to take into 
account the fact that the relations (18) and (19) are ap
plicable if the averaging over the impurities does not 
depend on temperature, or if different temperatures are 
introduced for the carriers and the impurities. 

Let us now consider two limiting cases-weak and 
quantizing magnetic fields. The results of the calcu
lations of Uxy in a weak field Hare mven by two of the 
present authors (V.K. and W. Z.) in 15J. The other kin
etic coefficients can be computed by a similar method. 
Here we give oniy the final formulas, omitting all the 
simple but tedious transformations: 

in'e'HIi S on 
o ... =--y;;- dE oE tIlH(E), 

in'e'HIi J on 
~xy=-vcT dE(E-s ) aEtIlu(E), 

in'eHIi J an 
xX'=""VF dE(E-s)'aJf!Du(E), (20) 

iii' 
tIlu(E)= < ~ .E6(E-e.)6(E-e,)6(E-e.) (Vx),.[ (V ,).,(xV,).. 

e,,,"," 

-(xV,).,(V.)hl) . 

In these formulas a, {3, and yare electron states in the 
field of the impurities in the absence of a magnetic 
field. 

All the kinetic coefficients in quantizing magnetic 
fields in the absence of impurities have been computed 
by Bar'yakhtar and Peletminskii[ll]. As has already 
been noted, the methods used in this and other similar 
papers allow us to obtain correct answers only after 
the effects connected with the presence of the diamag
netic currents have been individually taken into account: 
for the electric current we must subtract the terms 
~curl M, for the heat flux the terms ~ curl L, etc. 
In the formalism proposed by us the additional sub
tractions are not required, and all the results can be 
obtained either from the formulas (14), using the well 
known expressions for the eigenfunctions and energies 
of a free electron in a constant magnetic field [91, or, 
which is considerably simpler, by computing only Uxy 
and using the formulas (18) and (19). Notice that in 
virtue of the specific degeneracy of the levels in a 
strong magnetic field, in computing terms of the type 
(11), it is necessary to correctly take into account the 
presence of boundaries-in the same way as was done 
in [16]. With the aid of the first formula in (18) it is 
easy to show that f3xy for a non degenerate gas is pro
portional to the entropy S of the system (see, for 
example, [61): 

~x,= + ( a;;T ) ,= ~ a;: = - :v :~ = ;~ . 

Let us give here, for reference, the expressions for 
the kinetic coefficients of the nondegenerate electron 
gas in quantizing magnetic fields with allowance for the 
spin splitting31 : 

n.ec n.c [ 3 - ] 
o""=-u' ~"'=H T+vcthv-Ilthil-s , 

n,cT [15 - v'(1+ch'v) 
x""=---;H "4+3(vcthv-ilthll-s)+ sh'v 

+il'-2(~v cth V-~Il th il+Vil cth v th ill +~,] , 
v=liQ/2T, il=J.tIT,"1;=sIT. 
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Notice that the quantity Kx:y contains terms propor
tional to H, but as we have already indicated, the quan
tity that has physical meaning is the quantity .:I.xy' for 
which, being interested in only the off-diagonal com
ponents, we can obtain, using the formulas (21), the 
following expression: 

Ax,=X",,- T~",,' = n.cT (~+~+L). (22) 
crx, eH 2 sh'v ch'it 

In the claSSical limit (fl, v « 1) the expression (22) 
yields the well-known expression for the skew heat 
flux[17 1: 

5 cn.T 
qJ.--2' eH' [VTxHj. (23) 

The causes of the discrepancy between the theoretical 
value of toe transverse thermoelectromotive force a xx 
= f3xy/axy of the nondegenerate electron gas and the ex
perimentally measured-in quantizing magnetic fields
values[ls] remain unclear. 

For the computation of the diagonal thermomagnetic 
coefficients, the Luttinger method has no advantages 
over the other methods, since in thjs case the ordinary 
Kubo formulas are valid. In this case there exist rela
tions of the type (18) between the diagonal components 
of the tensors a, f3, and K. 

We wish to express our gratitude to L. A. Bol'shov, 
A. A. Vedenov, and A. M. Dykhne for interest in the 
work and for useful discussions. 

l)Graduate student of Rostock University, Rostock, East Germany. 
l)ln the case of quantizing magnetic fields and in the absence of impuri

ties the contribution to the off-diagonal kinetic coefficients is made 
precisely by the principal values. Concrete calculations show, how
ever, that the general relations between the kinetic coefficients (see, 
further, the Eqs. (18» remain valid. 

3)There is a small error in the answer for "xy given in [11)" 
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